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1. Introduction  
       

Zirconium alloys are the basic structural material used in the cores of water-cooled nuclear 
power reactors. Physical properties of Zr-alloys and their changes in the process of in-pile 
irradiation largely affect the life and allowable operating conditions of the core components.   

Being in contact with the coolant, zirconium materials are oxidized and absorb hydrogen. 
As a consequence, the mechanical properties of the core components change. During transition 
to increased burn-up, processes of oxidation and hydrogen pickup can lead to limitation criteria 
in justifying fuel rod operability. One of the criteria of fuel rod safe operation in commercial 
reactors is restriction on the oxide film thickness. Regardless of the fact that corrosion is a 
destructive process, formation of dense oxide films on zirconium structure surfaces can result in 
positive effects because of formation of protective barrier on the way of further material 
degradation. Oxidation of zirconium alloys have been under study for a long period of time and a 
fairly good understanding of phenomenology of the processes for high-temperature conditions in 
oxidizing media: hydrogen, vapour and liquid, see e.g. [1-6] has been achieved. Oxidation 
process can be subdivided into three stages:  

1. At the initial stage the oxide film is formed rather quickly under normal conditions in 
the air (initial state of the zirconium products) and consists of a small number of 
monoatomic layers. These layers are unordered and consist of nonstoichiometrical 
zirconium oxide.  

2. The next stage of oxidation is pre-transition stage which takes place at temperatures 
from 2000С and above. At this stage oxide film growth takes place by cubic or parabolic 
laws up to oxide thickness of 2-3 μm, Fig.1. The inside region of the film is 
nonstoichiometrical, the outside one is close to stoichiometrical composition. Such a film 
is a protective barrier to oxidation and hydrogen penetration. However, with growth of 
oxide film, increase in mechanical stresses on metal/oxide boundary takes place and 
crack formation occurs under certain thicknesses.   

3. With further growth of oxide film, over 2-3 μm, kinetics of growth changes for quasi-
linear dependence of oxidation, Fig.1. This stage of oxide film growth is called post-
transition stage of oxidation and characterized by a large number of defects in the oxide 
film such as cracks and pores [7, 8].  

 
In spite of the fact that boundaries of realization of these three regimes of oxidation for various 
alloys under different conditions are stated fairly well the problems pertained to determination of 
physical mechanisms which govern corrosion rates in zirconium alloys remain open. Until now 
debates on the role of various physical processes, which govern the transport of various elements 
(oxygen, hydrogen, electrons and conduction holes, alloy additives and impurities) through the 
oxide film are going on [9]. There are different opinions on the mechanisms leading to 
realization of various corrosion regimes – uniform and nodular [4, 10].     
 

The following issues are highlighted in the present paper:  
• Experimental observations published in the journals on corrosion regimes of zirconium 

alloys of various compositions both for ex-pile oxidation experiments and for in-pile 
operating conditions of the materials. Factors experimentally stated on the effect of 
alloying composition, microstructure and texture on the rate of uniform corrosion and 
susceptibility of alloys to nodular corrosion.  
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• Phenomenological models existing in publications, which describe conditions of uniform 
and nodular corrosion for Zr-alloys of various composition and microstructures, effect of 
irradiation and oxidizing medium.  

• Experimental data and phenomenological models describing regimes of hydrogen 
absorption in zirconium alloys.  

• Examples of application of physical models in explaining regimes, peculiarities of 
oxidation and hydrogen pickup for zirconium claddings of various alloying composition 
and microstructure.   

 

  
Fig.1. Schematic behaviour of kinetics of oxide film growth, [11]. 

 
2. Factors affecting corrosion regimes of zirconium alloys  

 
Zirconium has been chosen as a structural material of reactor cores because of small thermal 
neutron-absorption cross-sections, appropriate mechanical properties and acceptable protective 
properties of corrosion films under operating water temperatures. High corrosion rate for 
nonalloyed zirconium was believed to be caused by presence of non-controlled mixtures in 
metal. However, increase in metal purity did not reduce the problems with corrosion resistance 
of zirconium components. It was stated [12] that oxidation rate critically depends on orientation 
of the grains. The difference in oxide film thicknesses for the grains with various orientation 
causes the mechanical stresses which lead to oxide cracking separating quickly and slowly 
growing film areas. Such effects for pure zirconium lead to delamination of oxide layers under 
high-temperature oxidation regimes corresponding to in-pile conditions and give a linear 
dependence versus time and a high oxidation rate [13]. 
 A high oxidation rate of non-alloyed zirconium was drastically suppressed by alloy 
impurities of transition metals (Cr, Fe, Ni) used by western companies in concentrations greater 
than solubility limit. Widespread alloys Zry-2 и Zry-4 have been created on the basis of these 
alloy impurities. Surplus quantities of alloy impurities precipitated in crystal matrix in the form 
of intermetallide inclusions – small-size particles. Alongside with α-phase in alloys Zry-2 and 
Zry-4 basic inclusions consist of Laves phase having hexagonal or face-centered cubic lattice of 
composition Zr(Cr,Fe)2. Additionally there are inclusions of Zr2(Ni,Fe) in Zry-2 with 
volumetric-centered tetragonal structure. For compensation of negative effects pertained to 
presence of small nitrogen mixtures, respective tin concentrations are also added. It turns out that 
optimum tin concentration is proportional to nitrogen concentration.  The main effect of such  
alloying for zircaloys is involved in the fact that oxide films grow more uniformly in thickness 
and delamination effect was suppressed at the early stage of oxidizing. The simplest explanation 
of such an effect was reduced to acceleration of oxidizing the planes of those grains which 
orientation manifested a low oxidizing rate [14]. Acceleration of oxidizing was attributed to 
inclusions of the secondary phases (whose parameters depend on conditions of 
thermomechanical treatment of alloy) bringing about homogeneous growth of oxide film and 
less mechanical stresses on metal/oxide boundary.   
  Russian alloys mainly use alloying by niobium with addition of small quantity of iron 
(exceeding the solubility limit), tin and oxygen, see [15]. Alloying of zirconium by niobium 
suppresses a negative effect of nitrogen mixtures and as compared with nonalloyed zirconium 
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reduces susceptibility of the alloy to nodular corrosion and decreases the rate of hydrogen 
absorption. In niobium alloys of zirconium there are the following inclusions in addition of α-
phase (hexagonal close–packed structure): Laves phase, having hexagonal close–packed lattice 
of composition Zr(Nb,Fe)2 and Т-phase having  face-centered cubic lattice of composition 
(Zr,Nb)2Fe  in alloy E635 and inclusions β-Nb in alloy E110 [15]. Inclusions Zr(Nb,Fe)2 and β-
Nb are uniformly distributed  over the grain volume and intergrain  boundaries, Т-phase  is 
mainly distributed  on boundaries  of  α-grains. Inclusions of the secondary phases whose 
parameters are governed by the processes of thermomechanical treatment, and optimum 
chemical composition of these alloys give good characteristics in respect to corrosion of 
zirconium components for water chemistry conditions used in Russian reactors.  
 Presently, it is stated, see e.g. [2, 4, 16] that rather a great number of different factors 
affect the regimes and rate of corrosion. Firstly, chemical composition (concentrations of 
alloying elements, mixtures), microstructure (grain sizes and their orientation), conditions of 
thermal and mechanical treatment of alloy, mechanical stresses, temperature, value of heat flux, 
water chemistry or vapour regime in oxidizing medium, conditions of irradiation (parameters of 
neutron spectrum, density of γ-quantum emission power) of oxidizing medium and alloy shall be 
referred to these factors. 
   Growth of homogeneous oxide film is normally observed with corrosion in PWR, 
WWER reactors or heavy water reactors with rather a high content of the dissolved hydrogen 
whose role is involved in lessening the effect of water radiolysis. With violation of water 
chemistry, homogeneous oxide film grows to rather great thicknesses by linear dependence on 
time at the stage of post-transition regime. Then its delamination from the surface takes place.  
 Nodular corrosion, that is sometimes called pitting, is observed alongside with uniform 
corrosion in zirconium alloys under certain conditions. Nodular corrosion [4, 10, 15] is a 
problem in boiling reactors – BWR, RBMK and is pertained, basically, to two factors leading to 
increase in oxygen content in the coolant – to boiling and radiolysis. Nodules of lenticular shape 
are observed in zirconium components of boiling reactor cores. Nodule area gives a whitish 
colour in the white light. With appearance of nodular corrosion, oxide films are more susceptible 
to delamination than in the case with uniformly growing films. Nodule thickness is considerably 
greater than that of uniformly growing oxide film. Nodular corrosion leads to a quick thinning of 
the cladding, increase in the rate of hydrogen absorption and to increase in concentration of 
zirconium oxide particles migrating together with the coolant. Therefore, appearance of nodular 
corrosion can limit allowable operation life of zirconium components and bring about increase in 
frequency of fuel loss-of tightness.   
 Detailed studies of effect of chemical composition and heat treatment conditions of alloys 
Zry-2 and Zry-4 on their susceptibility to nodular corrosion have been performed in the paper 
[10]. The authors have shown that for alloys Zry-2 and Zry-4 nucleation of nodules occurs inside 
the grains and is not pertained directly to presence of intermetallide inclusions.  Concentration of 
the centers of nodules nucleation for specimens of zircaloy of the specified chemical 
composition and subjected to the same heat treatment practically does not depend on the time of 
oxidation after beginning of appearance of nodules and does not depend on the neutron exposure 
dose. The initial density of incipient nodules, in its turn, depends on temperature and 
composition of oxidizing medium at the initial stage of nodule nucleation. The basic factor, 
which controls nucleation of nodular corrosion, is the content of dissolved chemical elements in 
crystal matrix. Measurements have shown that the places of nucleation of nodules are 
characterized by the decreased concentration of the dissolved substances. Concentrations of 
elements dissolved in the matrix depend on the initial chemical composition of the alloy and 
thermomechanical treatment. The effect of parameters of the particles of inclusions of the second 
phase and concentration of the dissolved elements on susceptibility of alloys Zry-2 and Zry-4 to 
nodular corrosion was investigated in [10] by heat treatment of Zry-2 and Zry-4 at different 
temperatures. In this case, concentrations and sizes of inclusions changed drastically. It is show 
experimentally that susceptibility to nodular corrosion for these alloys decreases considerably 
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with increase in concentration of particles of the second phase and decrease in the size of 
particles of the second phase.   

It shall be noted that the problem of nodular corrosion for zirconium fuel claddings in 
reactors PWR and WWER could become important in those cases when formation of vapour 
phase is possible on the boundary between the oxide and the coolant, for example, in forming 
deposits on the surface of fuel rod claddings or under power increase.  

  
3. Physical processes governing corrosion regimes of Zr-alloys 

 
Rather a great number of physical processes take place simultaneously in oxidizing zirconium 
alloys. For the case when oxidation process is a multi-stage reaction, the rate of the slowest of 
the processes governs oxidation rate. During growth of oxide film thickness, change of the 
processes, limiting oxidation rate, can occur. Let’s consider briefly basic physical processes, 
which govern the rate of oxidation of zirconium alloys starting from coolant phase to metal 
phase.  

3.1. Oxidizing medium. Oxidizing coolant properties (in liquid and /or in vapour phases) 
depend on water-chemical composition, temperature and on radiolysis effect due to action of in-
pile irradiation. Radiolysis of steam/water mixture or water solution can take place exposed to 
high-energy particles (neutrons, alpha particles, gamma quanta and fission fragments). 
Radiolysis effect is reduced to the following: high-energy particles flying in the medium break 
the existing bonds between atoms in molecules. Further, after quick recombination of 
intermediate particles, the stage of interaction of radicals is set in according to kinetic equations 
of radiation chemistry and the main reactions are governed by behaviour of radicals H, OH, О 
and molecules Н2О, Н2, О2, Н2О2; formation and interaction with radical HO2 [17, 18] shall be 
taken into account due to higher density in water: 
 

O + O  O2 , O + Н2О  ОН + ОН, 

Н + О2  OH + О, ОН + Н2  Н + Н2О, 

Н + ОН  Н2О, Н + Н  Н2 , 

ОH  H + О, О + Н2  Н + ОH 

ОН + ОН  Н2О2 , Н + Н2О2  Н2О + ОН. 

ОН + НО2  Н2О + О2 Н + НО2  Н2О2 

НО2 + НО2  О2 + Н2О2 ОН + Н2О2  НО2 + Н2О 

Н + О2  НО2 
 
For the coolant in vapour phase radiolysis effect crucially affects oxygen-and-hydrogen bearing 
radicals whereas for the coolant in liquid phase coolant chemical composition at temperatures 
over 3000С, [19] plays a governing role in setting-up concentration of oxygen and hydrogen 
radicals.   

3.2. Boundary of oxide film with oxidizing medium. Alongside with oxygen О2, basic 
molecules governing the rate of getting oxygen inside the oxide film are Н2О, Н2, Н2О2. On the 
oxide/coolant interface the following processes take place:  

• adsorption – desorption of molecules  from gas/liquid medium of coolant onto the media  
interface, 

• dissociation of molecules  on oxide film surface, 
• catalytic effect of dissociation on the surface of intermetallide particles reaching the 

interface  of oxidizing medium with  zirconium oxide,  
• transport of oxygen and hydrogen atoms  due to surface diffusion,  
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• formation of surface charge  because of charging process of adsorbed oxygen atoms,  
• introduction of  oxygen and hydrogen ions into the zirconium oxide lattice,  
• in case of presence of the crud layer on the alloy surface, coolant boiling is possible in 

the pores of this layer, that results to a great extent in increase of relative fraction of 
vapour phase in the coolant,  

• heterogeneous radiolysis can takes place in the oxide film pores (at post-transition stage 
of oxidation) and in the crud layer pores – linear losses of irradiation energy are higher in 
a solid body than in liquid and gas phase; due to energy exchange between the solid body 
and the coolant, effective exposure dose rate governing the intensity of radiolysis in the 
pores will be higher [19].  

An interesting effect of influence of intermetallide inclusions on the film surface was 
experimentally investigated in [20]. It was shown that effectiveness of surface dissociation of 
oxygen molecules on particle surfaces bearing Fe, Ni, Cr (Zr2Fe, Zr2Ni, ZrCr2) is far higher than 
effectiveness of dissociation on the surface Zry-2. Such a catalytic effect can bring about 
increase in corrosion rate and at the same time it can reduce the rate of hydrogen penetration into 
the metal through the oxide film.  

3.3. Transport processes in oxide film. According to the existing ideas, metal oxidation can 
occur according to two mechanisms. Firstly, growth of oxide film can occur because of oxygen 
transport from the outside surface to metal where the oxide grows on the oxide/metal interface.  
The second mechanism is based on the fact that metal atoms are more mobile, they are 
transferred through the oxide to the film outside surface. Metal atoms reaching the oxide outside 
surface come into reaction with oxygen that leads to the growth of oxide film. As a result of 
difference in specific volumes per one zirconium atom in metal and in the oxide film, 
considerable mechanical stresses originate on the metal/oxide boundary. Depending on the fact 
which of two mechanisms of transport of atoms is realized, mechanical stresses “are relieved” in 
a different way: cracks and delamination originate in the oxide or cavity on metal/oxide 
boundary. Mixed mechanism of transport of atoms is possible through the oxide film. In this case 
stress relieving is possible because of transport of metal atoms (and alloy additives, inclusive) 
and oxide growth will take place both on outside surface of oxide film and on inside boundary 
with the metal. Such a mixed transport mechanism of oxygen and metal with growth of the film 
can lead to effect of “self-repairing defects” [16]. Fig.2 represents the schemes of realization of 
three mechanisms of transport in metal oxidizing.  
 

 
Fig.2. Three possible mechanisms of transport of atoms in growing the oxide film. 

For zirconium alloys mobility of oxygen atoms in the oxide film is considered to be many 
times higher than mobility of zirconium atoms and growth of oxide film is going on, basically, 
according to the first mechanism. However, the problem arises on possibility of realization of the 
third mechanism of transport in participating atoms of alloy additives.  

Transport of atoms of oxygen, hydrogen, admixture atoms through the oxide film takes 
place according to the following ideas. It is believed that predominantly not neutral atoms of 
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oxygen and metal are transferred (possibly with the exception of hydrogen atoms) but, 
respectively, anions (negatively charged ions), cations (positively charged ions) and electrons. 
Presence of electrical fields and gradients of chemicals potentials bring about complication of 
transport mechanisms of the particles through the oxide film.   

It shall be noted that electrical properties of zirconium oxide being semiconductor 
considerably depend on the composition and concentrations of atoms of alloy impurities. 
Depending on the valence of alloy impurities, oxide film can change electrical properties from n-
type semiconductor to p-type semiconductor. As a consequence, concentrations of charge 
carriers and distribution of electrical fields inside the oxide film depend on composition of 
mixtures, and transport of the particles (ions and electrons) through the film depends on the 
value and distributions of fields. As a result, all the processes turn out to be interrelated.  

Particles of the second phase also affect mass transfer in the oxide film. As oxide film 
grows the particles get inside the film, they are partially dissolved and oxidized. Amorphization 
of inclusions containing chromium and iron was observed in [21]. In the process of corrosion, 
evolution of inclusions can affect electrical properties of oxide and formation of regions with 
high electric conduction, [22].  

 

 
Fig.3. Schematic representation of microstructures in oxide films under α-anneal and β-quench of alloys 

Zry-2 and Zry-4, [22]. 
 
Alloy heat treatment can noticeably affect its susceptibility to nodular corrosion. Comparison of 
microstructure of inclusions of the second phase inside the oxide film at different heat treatment 
conditions is shown in Fig.3. In [22] it is shown that use of β-quench enhances resistance of 
zircalloys to nodular corrosion. It is pertained to the fact that after β-quench, a high 
concentration of uniformly distributed small particles of the second phase, oriented along the 
planes, is formed. Formation of small grains of zirconium oxide takes place due to a great 
number of centers of nucleation of small particle intermetallides.  As a result, the oxide film with 
increased crack resistance is formed, [23].  

3.4. Physical processes on the metal/oxide interface. Metal/oxide interface can critically affect 
the rate of regimes of corrosion of zirconium alloys. This influence is related to a series of 
physical effects.  

Firstly, metal/oxide boundary is a contact between metal and semiconductor. As a rule, 
work function of electron emission from metal does not coincide with work function of emission 
from semiconductor. For setting-up balance between metal and semiconductor there shall not be 
electrochemical potential difference, Fermi levels shall coincide in semiconductor and metal. If 
there is no contact, electrochemical potentials of metal and semiconductor are different then at 
the first moment after the contact diffusion electrical current will flow through the boundary. 
Flowing will go on until such difference of charges between metal and semiconductor is set-up 
and such electric field is created that further current flowing is ceased. Schemes of setting-up 
electrochemical balance under contact between metal and semicondutors of n-type and р-type 
are shown in Fig.4. 

After that in the area of contact between metal and oxide, potential difference, caused by 
redistribution of charges, which is equal to difference of chemical potentials of metal and 
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semiconductor, occurs.  The set-up electric field can markedly affect ion transport (of oxygen, 
hydrogen and impurity atoms) through oxide/metal interface. It shall be noted that presence of 
impurity atoms in the oxide field affect not only the type of conduction – electronic or hole - but 
also difference of chemical potentials and distribution of electric field in near contact area of 
oxide film.  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of redistribution of charges under contact between metal and 
semiconductor. a) n-type and b) р-type. 

 
 Secondly, difference in specific volumes per zirconium atom in oxide and metal is 
different. Therefore, crystal lattice of metal is subjected to effect of tensile stresses. The highest 
tensile stresses arise near the oxide/metal contact. Oxide film, in its turn, is subjected to action of 
compression stresses and with sufficient value of stresses, transformation of crystal lattice of 
oxide (from monoclinic to tetragonal) is observed, Fig.5, [24]. It is supposed [24] that centers of 
nucleation of tetragonal phase are inclusions of intermetallides and increase in mechanical 
stresses takes place near them.   

Thirdly, accumulation of hydrogen coming through the oxide film occurs because of 
pressure diffusion effect on oxide/metal interface. With rather high hydrogen fluxes, formation 
of zirconium hydrides on the interface is possible to occur. Such a process can be one of the 
physical mechanisms, which are responsible for appearance of nodular corrosion [25].  

 

 
Fig.5. Schematic representation of oxide/metal interface, [24]. 

 
Fourthly, area with a high oxygen content ~ 0.3 is formed near the boundary of the 

contact from the side of metal. In experiments [26] formation of ordered crystal structure of 
composition Zr3O was observed for some alloys near interface.  
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3.5. Physical processes in metal. The basic physical processes in the metal of zirconium alloy 
affecting corrosion kinetics are the following: transport of atoms of oxygen, hydrogen, alloying 
elements as well as evolution of inclusions of the secondary phases. Variation of spatial 
distribution of oxygen concentration versus time in metal affects the rate of growth of oxide film. 
Evolution of distribution of oxygen concentration in metal also affects coefficients of transport 
of hydrogen and dissolved mixture atoms in metal. Therefore, alongside with diffusion, thermal 
and pressure diffusion (in temperature and pressure gradients) processes, processes of atom drift 
in chemical potential gradients can play an important role.   
 In the process of in-pile irradiation, evolution of inclusions of the secondary phases, 
varying concentrations of dissolved impurities and characteristics of inclusions, take place. 
Morphological and structural changes of the particles of the second phase occur because of 
irradiation. So, in investigations [27], stages of evolution of crystal structure of Laves phase, 
Zr(Cr,Fe)2, were determined in zircaloys under in-pile irradiation. Just under exposure doses 
(some dpa), relatively not high, due to knocking out of atoms by high-energy neutrons the 
outside area of particles transfers from crystal phase into amorphous state and full amorphization 
of particles for zircaloys takes place under neutron exposure doses ~ 20 dpa.  

It is considered that amorphization process takes place because of change in 
stoichiometric composition of particles due to escape of iron atoms. This process depends 
considerably on temperature. So, at Т > 3300С amorphization effect was not observed. The fact 
that dissolution of particles of Laves phase for Zry-4 is considerably less for PWR conditions 
than for BWR is connected to this process. In [28] there are given the results of investigations of 
evolution of size, composition and structure of inclusions of Laves phase for PWR conditions. 
Analysis results are shown in Fig.6. Fe-depletion of particles occurs in the course of irradiation 
to temperature ~ 3300С. As a result, amorphization and decrease in sizes of particles is observed.  
At higher temperatures but not less than 3550С dissolution of particles and precipitation of small-
size particles take place. At temperatures higher than 3650С, particles of the second phase grow 
as a result of coalescence.   
 

 
Fig.6. Evolution of parameters of particles of Laves phase in zircaloys versus irradiation temperature, 

[28]. 
 

4. Physical mechanisms of hydrogen absorption. 
 
Efforts with the objective of determining physical mechanisms, which govern hydrogen transport 
through the oxide film, are under way up to date. There are different hypotheses proposed for 
explanation of regularities of hydrogen absorption in the process of corrosion of zirconium 
materials.  

In [29] the model of hydrogen absorption in the process of corrosion of zirconium 
materials is based on the following assumptions. It is thought that growth of oxide film happens 
as a result of diffusion of anion vacancy through the oxide layer. Generation of vacancies 
happens on oxide/metal interface. Oxygen atoms can “jump over” into interstitial states of 
contacting metal forming oxygen vacancies in the oxide due to thermal fluctuations. The rate of 
this reaction is supposed to depend only on temperature. Oxygen ions move towards metal by 
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anion vacancies according to gradient of vacancies in the oxide film. With presence of oxidizing 
medium on the outside surface of the oxide film, the film composition is close to stoichiometric. 
Deviation from stoichiometry is considerable on the boundary with metal. If there are water 
molecules near the surface of the oxide film then a negatively charged oxygen ion and two 
positively charged hydrogen ions are formed on the surface as a result of dissociation. These two 
protons can be neutralized by electrons with formation of hydrogen atoms. Further, two ways of 
escape of hydrogen atoms from the surface is possible. The first one is formation of hydrogen 
molecule and escape into the environment. The second one is hydrogen atom capture by oxygen 
vacancy with further diffusion transport through the film by vacancy mechanism of diffusion. 
The scheme of the process is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 
 

Fig.7.  Scheme of the process of oxide growth and hydrogen absorption in zirconium alloys, [29]. 
 
Paper [29] also addresses two possible mechanisms, proposed before, of hydrogen absorption by 
zirconium alloys under corrosion in vapour atmosphere in the temperature range 300-6000C. For 
all the mechanisms water molecules were considered to come into reaction with oxygen 
vacancies being on the oxide surface. According to the first mechanism, two protons formed due 
to dissociation took two electrons accompanying the vacancy and formed hydrogen molecule, 
which diffused further in vacancies in the film. According to the second mechanism, dissociation 
on the surface took place with formation of one proton and charged radical OH-. Proton captured 
electron and diffused in the form of hydrogen atom in oxygen vacancies towards metal. It was 
believed that ion OH- does not diffuse through the oxide film. Therefore, coefficient of hydrogen 
absorption in such a reaction of oxidation did not exceed 50%.  

A lot of experiments showed that the rate of absorption of hydrogen is markedly 
increased after passing the transition stage of oxidation. Experiments also showed an important 
role of effect of unoxidized particles of the second phase on the velocity of hydrogen passing 
through the oxide film, see, e.g.  [30, 31]. It turns out that with presence of ways having high 
conduction, which are connected with metallic inclusions of particles of the second phase, 
hydrogen moves rather quickly in potential gradient. Due to the difference in chemical potentials 
of the second phase and zirconium oxide, double charged layer [30] is formed on the interface. 
Protons are attracted to negatively charged outside surface of the particles and can be quickly 
transferred along oxide and metallic inclusions interface.  
 Up to date, in spite of numerous experiments, there is no unambiguous answer to the 
question what particles – protons, atoms or molecules of hydrogen - transport hydrogen through 
the oxide film. However, use of computation-theoretical models with phenomenological   
concepts laid down into them will make possible to obtain parametric differences in dependences 
for oxidation rates and hydrogen pickup for different conditions of experiments: autoclave, in-
pile, electrochemical. Selection of the parametric computation-theoretical dependences, which 
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suit the experimental results to the greatest extent, will enable to determine an adequate 
phenomenology of the process.  

 
5. Examples of application of theoretical models. 

 
Let’s consider two examples on application of theoretical models. Firstly, we shall show under 
what assumptions two kinetic dependences of oxide film growth are possible, ~ 1/2 1/3 or ,oxl t t  for 
pre-transition oxidation regime. Secondly, we shall provide a possible theoretical explanation of 
the effect of considerable change of critical hydrogen/vapour content ratios under which 
destruction of protective properties of oxide film starts to begin for conditions of leaky fuel rod 
as compared with ex-pile conditions.  

5.1. Parabolic and cubic laws of thin oxide film growth.  A great number of physical 
processes taking place simultaneously affect the rate of growth of oxide films. Alongside with 
diffusion processes in simulating transport of ions and electrons, presence and distribution of 
electrical fields shall be taken into account. For thin films, processes of transport of atoms and 
charges in forming electrical fields play an important role. Electrical fields in the film are formed 
due to different Fermi levels in metal and oxide as well as during chemical adsorption of oxygen 
with formation of surface charge due to negatively charged ions of oxygen. Occurrence of the 
fields leads to the drift of charges that can change both the rate of transport and the law of oxide 
film growth.  

 Difference in Fermi energies on metal/oxide boundary can be shifted by changing 
concentrations and composition of alloying elements. Let’s consider such conditions of the 
composition of zirconium alloy when double electric layer on metal/oxide boundary can be 
neglected compared to the potential connected with formation of the charge from oxygen anions 
on oxide surface being in contact with oxidizing medium. Fig.8 shows the scheme of 
arrangement of levels in metal, oxide and adsorbed oxygen when effect of a double layer on 
metal/oxide boundary is small. According to the data [32], a free electronic state of the adsorbed 
oxygen is approximately by 1 eV below Fermi level in metals.  
 

 
Fig.8. Schemes of electronic levels in metal, oxide and adsorbed oxygen 

a) - before formation of ion , b) – in electrochemical  balance. 

Assuming that oxide layer is electrically neutral, electrical field equals to 
ox

E l
ϕ≈ . Electric 

neutrality implies fulfillment of correlation O O2 2v iC p C n+ = +  between concentration of 
electrons of conduction n, concentration of holes in valence band p, concentration of oxygen 
vacancies O

vC  and oxygen ions in interstitial sites, O
iC . If one also assumes that oxygen transport 

is realized because of drift of oxygen ions being in interstitial states (as a rule mobility of 
interstitial atoms exceeds considerably mobility of vacancies) in electrical field then using  
Einstein relation connecting mobility with diffusion coefficient and the velocity of drift will be 
the following:  

o,i o,i
1

ox

ev D
kT l

⋅ ϕ
= ⋅

2 . 
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The rate of growth of oxide film is proportional to the product of concentration O
iC  and the drift 

velocity. As a result we obtain the law of oxide film growth:  

o,i O
1 iox

ox

dl eD C
dt kT l

⋅ ϕ
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω

2 , 

where Ω is volume in the oxide film per one oxygen atom. Solution of the given equation results 
in parabolic dependence for film thickness ~ 1/2

oxl t . It shall be noted that, analogously, the 
mechanism, according to which metal cations, coming into the oxide from metal/oxide boundary, 
are the most mobile and drifting in the electrical field, leads to parabolic dependence for the rate 
of the oxide layer growth.  

 Let’s consider the case when Fermi level of metal is below the Fermi level of oxide, see 
Fig.4. Then formation of surface charged layer of oxygen ions on the oxide/oxidizing medium 
will occur due to coming of electrons of the oxide film. If concentration of interstitial oxygen 
atoms is much less than the concentration of oxygen vacancies and concentration of holes in 
valence band is much less than the concentration of electrons of conduction in the film then 
proceeding from the conditions of:  

1. electric neutrality of the oxide layer, 
2. specified difference of potentials between the electronic level of adsorbed oxygen atom 

and Fermi level in metal,  
3. density of oxygen vacancies near the oxide surface is proportional to the density of oxygen 

ions adsorbed on the surface,  
it follows that near-surface concentration O

vC  is inversely proportional to the thickness of the 
oxide film. The latter condition is realized, for example, in cases when the rate of adsorption 
process is proportional to concentration of oxygen vacancies in near-surface layer and the rate of 
desorption is proportional to surface density of adsorbed oxygen ions, O

−σ . Equality of adsorption 
and desorption fluxes leads to correlation: O ~v

OC σ − . Electrical field in the film is equal to 

ox
E l

ϕ≈ . Since the field is inversely proportional to oxl  (difference of potentials is assigned) 

and surface density of the charge (surface density of oxygen ions) is proportional to electrical 
field 4 OE −≈ πσ , then O

vC ~1/ oxl . Taking into account that oxygen transport is realized because of 
drift of oxygen vacancies, we obtain equation for the rate of oxide layer growth: 

o,v O
1 vox

ox

dl eD C
dt kT l

⋅ ϕ
= ⋅ ⋅ Ω

2  

and considering O
vC ~1/ oxl , we obtain 1~ox

ox

dl
dt l 2

. From the last equation, there follows the cubic 

law of oxide layer growth, ~ 1/3
oxl t . 

It shall be noted that in cases where spatial distribution of electrical charge in the oxide 
film is to be considered, inversely logarithmic and logarithmic laws of oxidation are observed, 
see, e.g. [33].  

5.2. Shift of critical ratio of P(H2)/P(H2O) in vapour-hydrogen mixture inside nonhermetic 
fuel rods for destructive threshold of protective properties of zirconium-oxide layer. 
Massive hydriding of zirconium claddings may cause severe secondary degradation of failed fuel 
rods in commercial nuclear reactors with water coolant. For this reason it is important to 
determine criteria for massive hydride formation and out-of-pile experiments were carried out. 
Hydriding of zirconium alloys exposed to steam-hydrogen environment was studied by 
thermogravimetry in [34–36]. Experiments [34, 35] were performed to examine behavior of 
duplex BWR cladding (Zry-2 with sponge-Zr liner). Test specimens were Zry-2 disks coated 
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with ~ 70 μm thick layer of sponge-Zr. The disks were ~ 1 mm thick and about 10 mm in 
diameter. Hydrogen uptake by crystal bar Zr was additionally studied in Ref [34]. Specimens 
[36] were the fragments of Zry-2 tubes 6 mm in length. Most specimens [34–36] were 
preoxidized in air or steam to form a protective oxide film. 

Temperature was held constant during each experiment between 300-400 оС. It is a 
typical temperature range for cladding inner surface in BWR, PWR and WWER operating fuel 
rods. Gas mixture with regulated ratio of hydrogen-to-steam partial pressure, 

2 2H H OP Pβ = , 
flowed through the chamber with test specimen. Mixture composition varied in a range1 from 
β = 5 to β = 105. The weight gain of specimens was continuously recorded as a function of time 
in each test. The relative contribution of oxidation and hydriding to the total weight gain was 
revealed by post-test microscopical examinations. 

Experiments have shown that if hydrogen content in gas mixture is above the threshold 
value ( )cr Tβ β> , then massive hydriding occurs both for bare and preoxidized specimens 
regardless of the oxide prefilm parameters. Dense black oxide scale delays but does not prevent 
the onset of rapid hydrogen uptake. The incubation time before the start of massive hydriding 
increases with prefilm thickness as long as the oxide is black. Thicker whitish oxide prefilming 
gives shorter or zero incubation periods. In gas mixtures with enough oxygen content, 

( )cr Tβ β< , Zr oxidation is favored, the oxide film remains protective and massive hydriding 
does not occur. 

Tests [35] were performed at total pressure of 70 atm, tests [36] – at atmospheric 
pressure. In both cases the threshold hydrogen-to-steam ratio is governed by identical 
dependence on temperature  
 ( )166 10 exp 26670cr Tβ −≈ ⋅   

and varies from 105 at 300 oC to ~ 102 at 400 oC. Results [35, 36] are in agreement with earlier 
data for Zry-2: the threshold value of βcr = 105 was found in experiments [37] at atmospheric 
pressure and 320 оС; in tests [38] at pressure of 1.3⋅10–2 atm and 400 оС the threshold was found 
to be βcr = 102. Experiments [34] have shown that hydrogen uptake by crystal bar Zr is similar to 
that by Zry-2 specimens coated with sponge-Zr. Tests [34] were carried out at β = 105, 
temperature of 400 оС and pressure of 1 atm and 70 atm.  

 

The experimental data on the threshold composition of steam-hydrogen mixture and the 
corresponding partial pressure of oxygen are shown in Table 1 and in Fig.9. 

Analysis of available experimental data gives grounds to suppose that Zr alloy 
composition and total pressure of steam-hydrogen mixture have minor effect on the threshold 
conditions of massive hydriding. 

 
 
 

                                                 
1 The value β = 105 corresponds to commercial-grade hydrogen containing impurities of oxygen and steam. 

Table 1. The threshold mixture composition. 

Temperature, oC 300 350 400 

PH2/PH2O 105 2.5⋅103 102 

The corresponding PO2 (atm) 2⋅10–50 1.5⋅10–43 2⋅10–37 
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Fig. 9. (Color online) Experimental data on threshold conditions of massive hydriding,  – sponge Zr,  
P = 70 atm [35],   – Zry-2, P = 1 atm [36]. 

 
However, it turned out, that so large ratio of hydrogen to vapour pressure was not reached 

for in-pile conditions in defective WWER fuel rod. The ratio of hydrogen to vapour pressure 
does not exceed 1, even with taking into account of radiolysis effect [39]. The pressures ratio is 
considerably low than threshold value corresponding to out-of-pile conditions. Note that 
temperature of inner surface of cladding for LWR is in the range of 300-3500C. Nevertheless 
breakdown of protective property of oxide layer in nonhermetic fuel rod takes place and massive 
hydriding in Zr-claddings was observed for in-pile conditions. Thus the following question 
requires an answer. What is a main physical mechanism, which is responsible for so large 
changes of critical ratio of partial hydrogen/vapour pressures for in-pile conditions for 
nonhermetic fuel rods? According to [39], a possible explanation the considerable changes of 
conditions for massive hydriding threshold consists in important role of radiation point defects 
induced in oxide film. Let us estimate the contribution of radiation-induced defects (separately 
from effects of radiolysis) to the shift of the massive hydriding threshold. 

Taking into account the exchange of electrical charges, the general reducing reaction for 
the oxide film will look like 

 Оi (oxide) + Н2 (gas) = Н2О (gas) + 2е–.                                        (1) 
The following relation is appropriate to this reaction under thermal equilibrium or steady state 
irradiation conditions 

 2

2

2
H

H O O
i

P nK
P C

= .                                                                     (2) 

Here K is a function of temperature, n is the concentration of conductivity electrons, O
iC  is the 

concentration of oxygen interstitials in proximity to the oxide-gas interface. In particular, 
expression (2) defines the threshold composition of steam-hydrogen mixture corresponding to 
the loss of protective properties of the oxide film. Let us consider behavior of the right-hand 
member in Eq. (2) under in-pile and out-of-pile conditions. In analysis for equilibrium out-of-
pile conditions we will follow the model by Douglass [1]. The balance between formation and 
annihilation of defects in the oxide is given by equations 
 O O

i v
c c cC C K FΒ α= + , (3) 

 e e enp K FΒ α= + , (4) 

where O
vC , n, p are the concentrations of oxygen vacancies, conductivity electrons and holes in 

the oxide film, respectively; Βc, Βe are the defect annihilation rates; Kc(T), Ke(T) are the thermal 
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defect generation rates; cFα , eFα  correspond to irradiation contribution to the defect 
generation rates. Demand of charge neutrality in crystal and deviation from stoichiometric 
composition in ZrO2 – δ are given by expressions 
 O O2 2v iC p C n+ = + , (5) 

 O O
v iC Cδ = − . (6) 

The breakdown of the oxide film protective properties takes place when oxygen is 
deficient and deviation from the stoichiometric composition reaches the critical value δcr. The 
value δcr is determined by the boundary between ZrO2 area and the two-phase area “Zr + oxide” 
at Zr – O phase diagram. 

Solution to the set of Eqs. (2-6) provides the concentrations of both lattice defects and 
free charge carriers under the threshold conditions. Ratio of critical parameters 

2 2H H OP P=β  for 
in-pile to out-of-pile conditions was found in [39]: 
 Krad therm

c cFβ β α≈ . (7) 

This relation is of clear physical meaning: the change in the threshold of massive 
hydriding is proportional to the ratio of thermal to radiation-induced defect generation rate in 
oxygen sublattice. The thermal defect generation rate Kc is expressed in terms of equilibrium 
concentration of defects as 

 ( )0K expc fk T T= − , (8) 

where Tf is temperature corresponding to the formation energy of the Frenkel defects. The 
energy of several electronvolts is usually necessary to form the Frenkel pair. 

The evaluated change in the threshold conditions of massive hydriding, Eq(7), is shown 
in Fig.10. The effect of irradiation is pronounced and may explain the formation of secondary 
hydriding defects in failed WWER fuel rods. 
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Fig.10. Estimations of irradiation effect on the threshold conditions of Zr massive hydriding for different 

formation energy of oxygen defects in ZrO2, [39].  
 
From the quantitative standpoint the upper line in Fig.10 is the most interesting. 

According to this line, 1-10 % of molecular hydrogen in steam-containing mixture is sufficient to 
break down the protective properties of the oxide film under conditions of irradiation by fission 
fragments at temperature range of 300-400 оС. It is in agreement with calculations of steam-
hydrogen mixture composition in defective WWER fuel rods. 
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The above estimations have shown that irradiation by fission fragments may lead to a 
considerable change in the threshold conditions of massive hydriding of Zr alloys. Under 
irradiation, the breakdown of the oxide film protective properties occurs at orders of magnitude 
lower hydrogen content in steam-hydrogen mixtures. The threshold mixture composition is a 
relatively weak function of temperature. It is demonstrated that irradiation effects are fairly 
strong to give a possible explanation for massive hydriding in failed WWER fuel rods under in-
pile conditions. 

The shift of the massive hydriding threshold under irradiation by fission fragments is 
mainly governed by intense generation of oxygen sublattice defects in the oxide film. Some 
effect may be also attributed to radiolysis of steam-hydrogen mixture. Reliable data on point 
defects behavior in ZrO2 are necessary to establish exact quantitative relation between the 
irradiation dose rate and the hydriding threshold conditions. These data may be found 
experimentally or using numerical methods, e.g. methods of molecular dynamics.     
 
6. Conclusion. 

 
 Presently, for prediction of corrosive behaviour of specific zirconium alloys under the specified 
operational conditions, correlative dependences are used. These dependences shall be soundly 
used in changing the conditions or extension of operational life of the products. Existing 
experiments show that application of correlations to the alloys with modified initial parameters 
(small changes in composition, conditions of process treatment) can give considerable errors for 
prediction of alloy behaviour. Mechanisms and dependences, describing evolution of 
characteristics of alloys against the conditions in oxidizing medium, parameters of neutron field 
under variation of concentrations of alloying elements and manufacturing process, are not fully 
stated up to date. In connection with this, for development of new (or modified) zirconium alloys 
or for substantiation of possibility of usage of just existing alloys but under more severe 
conditions (as compared with those proved before), the basic physical mechanisms responsible 
for evolution of alloy properties, kinetics and conditions of corrosion are to be stated. It is 
important to have ability of consequence predictions of changes in composition and 
thermomechanical treatment of alloy. Since oxidation processes of zirconium alloys are 
multifactor then an adequate computation-theoretical model of corrosion is necessary for the 
objectives of the analysis and prediction of corrosion resistance of the zirconium products.   

 Reliability and substantiation of usage of various Zr-alloys for the reactor core 
components is performed presently with the help of expensive and long-term investigations of 
oxidation of the products, which involve:  

• in-pile irradiation, 
• autoclave experiments, 
• application of methods of electrochemical tests.  

All these methods separately do not make possible to predict fully oxidation processes of 
zirconium alloys under in-pile conditions. It is pertained to the fact that autoclave and 
electrochemical tests are not prototype and do not consider a series of factors and physical 
processes induced by irradiation effects. For in-pile tests a large number of experiments is 
required to be conducted with a wide variety of changes in parameters of neutron field, 
temperature, water chemistry, linear heat rate in fuel rods, heat removal conditions and 
mechanical loads.  
 It is possible to reach corroborated results on prediction of oxidation conditions of 
zirconium alloy products using the results of three existing methods (autoclave, electrochemical 
and in-pile) with availability of integral computation-theoretical model of Zr-alloys oxidation. 
The model should be verified for base zirconium alloys used in the reactors and have to consider 
both basic parameters of alloy (composition, microstructure, manufacturing process) and 
oxidation conditions: oxidant parameters, including composition, temperature, neutron field, heat 
removal conditions (for electrochemical methods the model should take into account the applied 
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electrical fields). Application of such a model will enable to carry out experiments more 
effectively using out-of-pile methods and to reduce crucially the number and costs of in-pile 
experiments.  
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